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Supplement.l/ of the NASAD Sourcebook for Futures planning,

1990 Edition, focuses on two additional areas for futures work and

provides examples of ways in which êlements inthe sourcebook and

Supplements I and II may be combined to address specific problems.

users will need a copy oi the sourcebook in orcier to work effective-

ly with Supplement II.

INTRODUCTION
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PART I

VALIIES ANALYSIS: EDUCATION.IN-ART/DESIGN

INTRODUCTION

There are many approaches to values analysis concerning art and design and art/design study.

Values of studenti,-parents, teaching and presenting institutions of all kinds, and of society as

a whole interrelate in various ways. All aie worthy of attention: evolutions of various sets of
values influence the future conteK for all art/design activities. The following approaches to

values analysis address ideas in the policy arenas associated with art/design education and

pedagogy, and with arts education in general. These approaches have two fundamental charac-

teristfus.- First, they pose opposites or differences which become means for discovering or
formulating the mixtures and balances of values indigenous to normal conditions, rather than
as means fór making ideological or either/or judgments. Second, their terminology is generic
rather than specific: evolutions of fads, trends, and labels will not affect validity.

Caution

While it is advisable to consider vâlues as principles or ideas that are
considered intrinsically desirable or undesirable, two further considera-
tions are:

,e Vâlues expressed as what is perceiVedior understood about
gomething.

' . Valuesexpressedaspriorities-_'thevalueofathinginitself
and'inielation to other thingq.

Part I of Supplement.Il presents and discusses four basic approaches to values analysis:

Continuums

Placement of a specific value or set of values on a continuum between
opposing values to determine the relative influence of the opposing values.

Characterizations

Placement of specific educative experiences in art/design or sets of such
experiences within specific values or sets of values associated with
educational results.

Immediate/Cumulative Analysis

Evaluation of activities and their values for the relationship between short-
term and long-term effects.

Summary Analyses and Assessments

Questions to be raised as speculations and decisions are being formulated.

1
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These approaches are useful .in determining root values, fundamental objectives, and thus,
expected results of specific philosophies, curiicula, and methods. Once allihree of th"." ur"
determined, there is a basis for p_rõjecting results over a variety of time periods, and ttrus for
determining impacts on a specific-art/désign unit as well as'on largei enterprises such as
art/design in higher educatión, the aris in -education, 

and cultural foimation ii .óri"lã. u
whole.

Remember

Take Note

Remember

ßuv

or may notThey may
the samples and create

ø
Take Note
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Caution

Keep Going

Values issues, discussions, and debates are often difficult and unwinnable
in a final sense. Nevertheless,:so many decisions are based more on
values than on perceptions or'fâCtS thát:attèntion to:values 's'impeiative

for futures planners. Values are usually the oveiriding intangible
resource to be considered in all decision;making situations.

J
NASAD SB.9O
Supplement II

o Images crafted for public relations purposes can both reflect and
disguise values. Image-making technique is particularly adept at
disguising values profiles.

o Values and ability/knowledge/skills, though often related, are not
substitutes for each other.

. When taking action based on values analyses, distinguish between what
can be done and what should be done.

'ffi



Values Analysis: Education-in-Art/Deign

CONTINUUMS FOR ASSESSING VALUES ORIENTATIONS

Active/Passive Continuum

The following tables facilitate placement of values expressed as a philosophy, curriculum,
program' activity, method, etc., on a continuum between oppositei. Thð iesult of each
placement provides a sense of orientation on one continuum. ïhe continuums are:

Doing/Doing-About Continuum

Art-as-Center/Art-as-Means Continuum

Art-as-Process/Art-as-Product Continuum

Determines the extent to which an approach
to education in art/design requires intellectual
and physical engagement.

Determines the extent to which an approach
to education in art/design mixes work in and
work with the art form.

Determines the extent to which an approach
to education is centered in art/design goals
and objectives.

Determines the extent to which an approach
to education in art/design focuses on work
completed or work under way.

Remember

' Analysis cân be undertâken at any depth and in ãriy time frame. The ihoice belongs
to the user

' Few formal teachins situations represent pure examples of any extreme.

Caution

Do not confuse 'li¡alucs" with "value." Bêing at either extreme or at any point on the
continuum has value in specific circumstances. The question here is the vâlues inherent
in or developed by a given approach, For example, driving a car,. while of value, does not
necessarily produce values conceming issuês in automoliVe engineering.

ùt^-- tl_--lvlut.E lutsas

t use results froril the application of one mntinuum to several þhilosophies; programs,
activities, methods, etc., operating in thé same context to dev;top a 

"atues 
proire of

that conted.
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Values Analysis: Educ¿tion-in-Art/Design

ACTTVE/PASSIVE CONTINUUM

Determines the extent to which an øpproach to education in at/design
requires engagement.

Philosophy, curriculum, program, activity, method, etc.
Current
Projective
Speculative

PROCEDURE

Consider:

1. Elements and attributes of philosophy, curriculum, program, activity, method, etc.

Determine:

2. What analyses of the elements indicate about placement on the following continuum.

ê

Examples:

' Studio Work
' Curating
' Studying

é--t
Interrelationship in
specific educational

settings

Examine:

3. The result against immediate or long-term goals or objectives.

Examples:

' Listening. Viewing

5
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Requires mental/physical
engagement

ACTIVE

Requires mentalfphysical
presence
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Values Analysis: Education-in-Art/Design

DOING/DOTNG-ABOUT CONTTNUUM

Detetmìnes the extent to which øn approach to education in art/design mixes
work in and work with the ørt form.

Philosophy, curriculum, program, activity, method, etc.

PROCEDURE

Consider:

1. Elements and attributes of philosophy, curriculuñ, program, activity, method, etc.

Determine:

2. What analyses of the elements and attributes indicate about placement ón the follow-
ing continuum.

Proj
Current

ective
Speculative

<-")

Examples:

ê
Interrelationship in
specific educational

' Art/design studio work
--iretti-rigf,

Examine:

3. The result against immediate or long-term goals or objectives

Emmples:

' Art/design history. Art/design criticism
' Fundraising
' Curating
' Management/admin-

istration

NASAD SB-90
Supplement II

DOING ART/DESIGN

Requires creating a work
of a¡t itself

DOING SOMETHING
^ 

Em ,ñnÁl^rrADUVI AÃl/UÞù¡ulr

Requires art connecúion

6



Values Analysis: Education-in-Art/Deign

ART-AS-CENTER/ART-AS-MEANS CONTINUUM

Determines the extent to wlticlt øn approach to education in añ/design is
centered in an/design goals and obiectives.

Philosophy, curriculum, program, activity, method, etc.
Current
Projective
Speculative

PROCEDURE

Consider:

1.. Elements and attributes of philosophy, curriculum, program, pctivity, method, etc.

Determine:

2. What analyses of the elements and attributes indicate about placement on the follow-
ing continuum.

<+
ART.AS-CENTER ART.AS.MBANS

Ar{/design - as a discipline
and as a set of values ..
is fhe fundamental reason,
the starting point, and
the governing mech¡nism.
Art/design has an inde.
pendent rationale.

Examples:

. Studies in basic
art/design techniques. Studio work

' Study of art/design
history and criticism

Art/design's presence sr¡p-
ports another purpose, dis-
cipline, or set of values lhat
const¡tutes the fundamental
reason, the stañing point,
and the governing mech-
anism. Art/design has no
independent rationale.

Examples:

' Studies in the human-
ities, sociolog¡r, science,
mathematics, etc., with

content

advertising,
supporting
politics,

religion, etc.
' Art/design to develop

self-discipline, self-
esteem, reputation,
public support

' Art/design to create
moods

Caution

Do not confuse art-as-center with art for art's sake. Art-as-center is a broader context
that recogrrizes and enhances connections berween art and other thíngs, but does so from
a basis of intellectual and operational parity.

(+
lnterrelationship in
specific educational

settings

art/design
Art/design

7
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Examine:

3. The result against immediate or long-term goals or objectives.

Remember

àrt.âs:'center âild

ãnd goats and

NASAD SB-90
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Values Analysis: Education-in-Art/Design

ART-AS-PROCESS/ART-AS-PRODUCT CONITTNUUM

Determines the extent to which an approach to education in art/design focuses on
work completed or work under way.

Philosophy, curriculum, program, activit¡ method, etc.

I Current
I Projective
I Speculative

PROCEDURE

Consider:

1. Elements and attributes of philosophy, curriculum, program, activity, method, etc.

Determine:

2. What analyses of the elements and attributes indicate about placement on the follow-
ing continuum.

ART.AS.PROCESS

Operational and analytical
concern with knor,vledge,
skills, and techniques for
developing artistic ideas.
Art/desþn constitutes a
procedure for thinking, a
mode of understanding a
sequence of enquiries. The
primary objective is
fluency with procedures for
creating and
comprehending.

Examples:

. Creating a sculpture
' Techniques for teaching

drawing
' Study of design elements
' Study of style related

to medium or technique

<----t

Interrelationship in
specific educational

settings

ART.AS-PRODUCT

Operat¡onal and analytical
concern with knowledge,
skills, and techniques for
presenting art/desþn and
considering artists and
desþners as objects or
commodities, or for their
impact in various fields.
AÉ/design is a body of
worþ a repository of
thought, a sequence of
events. The primary objec-
tive is a specific end result
and ils impact.

Examples:

' Finished sculpture. Completed sketches
. Study of artists' and

designers'lives
. Study of art/design style

related to philosophy

Examine:

3. The result against immediate or long-term goals or objectives.

chgi.ceg about place on this continuum have tremendous impact on the values about
art/design developed by art/design students. once again, theissue is not p¡esence, but
emphasís.

9
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Values Analysis: Education-in-Art/Design

CHARACTERIZATIONS FOR ASSESSING VALUES
AND PROJECTED RESULTS

The following tables facilitate placement of educative experiences in art/design expressed as a

philosophy, curriculum, program, activit¡ method, etc., within different values and sets of values

derived from observable goals, objectives, and conditions. These characterizations can be used

separately, or in conjunction with the continuums, to develop profiles for anal¡ical and planning

purposes. They are particularly useful when reviewing proposals for new art/design or arts

education initiatives.

The Four E's Characterization

Places any approach to education in art/design in categories defined by their

closeness to or distance from individual study.

Shallow-Deep Characterization

Places any approach to education in art/design in categories defined by

engagement and content.

Caution

Keep Going

Sustain work in the nonmathematical world of values. Develop confi-
dence in clarifications provided by insight, and keep questioning yourself
ãnd others about what you find. Do''not become'discouraged when
others attack your characterizations, particularly on semantic grounds.
$y'ord games can vitiate debate and negotiatién. If necessary, find other
words and means to express thoughts and values.

NASAD SB.9O
Supplement II
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Values Analysis: Education-in-Art/Design

THE FOUR E'S CHARACTERIZATION

Places any approach to education in art/design in categories deftnedby their closeness

to or distance from individuøl study'

Philosophy, curriculum, program' activity, method, etc'
Current
Projective
Speculative

PROCEDURE

Consider:

1.. Elements and attributes of philo-
sophy, curriculum, program' activity,
method, etc.

Determine:

These characterizations are especially useful for
discussing priorities for K'12 art/design (and

arts) eduialion with lay policy makers and the
pubiic. For example, it draws a vivid distinction
be$cen artíst-in-schools programs and regular
instruct¡on without being pejorative. One can

be for all four E s without tosing the distinction
between objectives and results.

Take Note

Ttr þUowitrg aat¡tpl¿ ir utt¡try¿ and frctitiout Yoø
aømplawiL b difrãørl

Art/design in a fashion magazine

School field trip to art museum without prior
study

2. What analyses of the elements and
attributes indicate about the appli-
cability or relative weight of one or
more of the following:

. Entertainment
casual engagement with anY

art/design alreadY known

' Exposure
engagement structured to Produce
new eryerience with art/design

¡ Enrichment
engogement or exPerience crafted
to suppott an educatiottal activity

o Education
engagement with the disciPline as

a body of knowledge and skills to
be apprehended and owned at
some level

Examine:

3. The result against immediate or long-
term goals or objectives.

School visit by museum curator discussing 18th-

century painters after study of l8th-century
art/de¡igñ (or after study of specific l8th-century
works, or art/design forms, etc.)

læarning to draw based on study of art/design
forms, 18th-century art/design, etc.

More ldeas

NASAD SB-90
Supplement II
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Dísti¡ctions among these pæítions can be
mattefs asfurther by

See: Notes and Sources
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Values Analysis: Education-in-Art/Design

S HALLOW.DEEP CHARACTERIZATION

Plages any øpproach to education in arl/design in categories deftned by engøgement
and content.

Philosoph¡ curriculum, program, activity, method, etc.
Current
Projective
Speculative

PROCEDURE

Consider:

L. Elements and attributes of philo-
sophy, curriculum, program, activity,
method, etc.

Take Note

Remember

Determine:

2. What analyses of the elements and
attributes indicate about the applica-
bility or relative weight of one or
more of the following:

o Shallow engagement with shallow
content. Example: casual viewing of
elementally simple an/design (Le, line,
composition, color, etc.)

o Shallow engagement with deep
content. Example: casual viewíng of ete-
mentalty co mplac an/design.

a f-!^^- ^--^-^-^-¿ --i¿L -L-lr---,- uwp çr¡6a8çtrrÉuL Wrau SIla¡iOW
content. Exampte: *ccution/study of
elementally simple works of art/design.

o Deep engagement with deep con-
tent. Example: uecution/study of elemen-

â
1L/
>/

alts
and

anmaft art¡stic
can cultural 'impacr

,end,

theset

tauy comp@( norks oI ar-t/ctestgn.

Examine:
Although the long-term objective of most
formal education is to enable individuals to
have deep engâgement \¡/íth deep content, such
an objective is not possible or even desirable at
various stages of development.3. The result against immediate or long-

term goals or objectives.

See: Notes and Sources

Caution

More ldeas

'Placement of a particular philosophy, curricu-
lum, or method can lead to a projective ques-
tion: to i,vüat extent does the approach faciùtate
motitity front shallow to deep engagement, or
lrom shallow to deep co¡itent?

NASAD SB-90
Supplement II
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Values Analysis: Educ¿tion-in-Art/Design

IMMEDI,A,TE/CUMULA,TIVE RESULTS AND VALUES

Every educative experience produces immediate results and values. Over time, these

accumulate to generate cumulative results and values. Often, and especially with the general

public, these cumulative results and values become predominant influences on decisions. There

can be important distinctions between:

oknowledge and skills in or about art/design
ovalues about art/design.

Comprehensive futures analysis requires the ability to make these distinctions and to consider

their impacts ih various circumstances.

Some examples:

1. A certain type of emphasis on technical studies fails to produce art/design independence.

While the immediate result is good technique and perhaps public approbation, the

cumulative result is the idea that the creative process and decision-making do not belong

to the student. Art/design is not something the student can own independently.

2. Teaching approaches overweighted toward passive experiences, exposure, and art-as-means

connections, for all their immediate benefits, can teach the cumulative lesson that art/de-

sign has no parity with other basic subjects.

3. A certain type of emphasis on study as preparation for commercial exhibition can produce

the cumulative result that art/design is capable of little or nothing beyond entertainment.

4. A certain type of concentration on art/design of the moment (whether seen or studied)

can produce lack of openness to a variety of art either within or across cultures.

5. Overemphasis on connecting art/design with economic position and lifestyle can result in

art/design's being considered as a matter of private image rather than a matter of
common culture or of cultural development.

NASAD SB.9O
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Values Analysis: Education-in-Art/Design

IMMED IATE/CUMI]LATTVE ANALYS IS

Considers øny approach to education in art/design according to the relationship
between sho¡t-term and long4erm knowledge, skills, and values development.

Experience or set of experiences (e.g., sudio wo* h aú/desig,r, public scltool ut/desiga
television andfrlrq fady ut shows)

Current
Projective
Speculative

PROCEDURE

Consider:

L. Aspirations, both long- and short-
term, for education in art/design
evident in the experience or set of
experrences.

2. Specific content and means associated
with these aspirations evident in the
experience or set of experiences.

Determine:

Eqlonolüy Notcsz

In answering all six points, review:

' Continuums

Active/Passive
Doing/Doing-About
Art-as-Center/Art-as-Means
Art-as-Process/Art-as-Prod uct

' Characterizations

Entertainment-Exposure-Enrichment-
&lucation

Shallow-Deep

' Issues Such As

Creativity
Personal development
Eçeriencing professional artistry
Competition
Technology
Technique
Humanities connections
Science connections
Cultural diversity
Political action
Art/design's relationship to other arts---- ----T-esting-and- evaluatìolr--.- - --

' Change Factors

' Change Mechanisms

3. Knowledge, skills, and values pro-
duced by short- and long-term exþer-
ience with the aspirations.

4. Knowledge, skills, and values pro-

fulfill the aspirations.

Examine:

5. The extent to which knowledge, skills,
and values produced by aspirations,
content, and means reinforce one
another.

6. The cumulative profile of knowledge,
skills, and values developed over
given time periods, their impact on
the eontext in which the visual arts
work, and their agreement with per-
sonal or organizational goals and
objectives for art/design.

More Ideas

NASAD SB-90
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Values Analysis: Education-in-Art/Design

SUMMARY OF BASIC ANALYTICAL APPROACHES

To make basic use of this summary:

(u) Take a single philosophy, curriculum, program, activit¡.method, gtt:, ul{ review it
against eacf, coitinuum, éach set of chaiacierizations, and your analysis of immediate
and cumulative results.

(b) Take the set of philosophies, curricula, coursesi etc-., operating in a.specilìc set of
circumstances (".g., aX-tZ curriculum, the artistic influences on a particular group of
students, etc.), anã look at each component using all these analytical approaches as a

means of developing a comprehensive profile of values development.

. Continuums

Active

Doing Art/Design

Art-as-Center

Art-as-Product

€
<+

ê
ê+

Passive

Doing Something About Art/Design

Art-as-Means

Art-as-Process

. Characterizations

Set One: Four E's

. Entertainment

. Exposure

. Enrichment

. Education

Set Two: Shallow-Deep

. Shallow engagement with shallow content

. Shallow engagement with deep content

. Deep engagement with shallow content

. Deep engagement with deep content

o Immediate/Cumulative Results and Values

. Knowledge and skills in or about art/design

. Values about art/design

NASAD SB-90
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Values Analysis: Education-in-Art/Design

COMPOSITE ANALYSES AND ASSESSMENTS

The summary analyses and assessments that follow provide a quick means of organizing
questions to ask when addressing specific philosophies, curriculums, programs, activities,
methods, etc. They are particularly useful when dealing with prospective conditions. The
analyses and assessments may be applied almost as quickly as it takes to read the list of
questions. Or, more research and thought may be given. Scope, depth, intensity, and time are
up to the user.

Values Profile Analysis I
To help you determine the relative weight of various values in one or more specific
approaches to education in art/design.

Values Profile Analysis II
To help you create approaches to education in art/desþ where specific values choices

are considered for consistencywith resources and large short-term or long.¡e,¡m goals and
objectives.

Values Assessment of Educational proposals I
To help you determine the impact of proposed approaches to education in art/design on
the short-term

¡kffls, qA11l_yqlygs:

Values Assessment of Educational proposals Il
To help you determine the impact of a proposed approach to education in art/design on
teacher preparation programs.

Values Impact and Response Assessment

To help you determine the nature, influence, and future specific values or sets of values
inherent in a particular approach to education in art/design.

Prospects for Achieving Values Change

To help you determine the philosophical and operational potential for moving values
positions from one place to another.

NASAD SB-90
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Remember

These analyses and assessments are structured more to develop
usable overviews than to produce definitive or final answers.

The answers appropriate on one occasion may not be apprg-
priate the next-time if conditions have changed. It is advisable

lo continue to apply the analyses and assessments as the

situation evolves.

The analyses and assessments presented may be used with current or projected conditions.

They may also be used to speculate about possible conditions. They are worded to address

values concerning education in art/design, although they can be altered and used with other sets

of values such as artistic development. The analyses and assessments themselves ønd the

questions comprisingthetn are sømples ortty, Artf design units should create their own analyses,

assessments, and questions to cover education in art/design or other objectives.

Take Note

In most cases, use continuums, characterizations,
and analyses of immediate and cumulative results
and profiles to develop a current picture, and
anaþes and assessments to determine the
impact on values.

NASAD SB-90
Supplement II
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Values Analysis: Education-in-Art/Design

VALUES PROFILE ANALYSIS I

To help you determin.e the relative weight of various values in one or more spccifîc
approaches to educølion in nt/design.

Philosoph¡ curriculum, program, activity, method, etc.
Current
Projective
Speculative

PROCEDURE

Fqlsnototy Notes:
Foreach appuch 

-
Consider:

1. The elements of the approach.

2. Relationships among the elements.

Determine:

3. The place of each element in values

continuums or in a set of values

characterizations.

For øømple: content, specific experiences, time
allocations, funding patterns, expertise needed, etc.

For æample: how much of what content; how much
of what experiences; connections among time, fund-
ing, and expertise.

4. The place of the approach as a whole
in values continuums and sets of
characterizations.

Examine:

5. Consistency of results from ele-
ments/whole analysis using the per-
spective of present goals andfor
circumstances.

6. Consistency of results from elements/
whole analysis using the perspective

of future goals and/or projections.

See: Active/Passive Continuum
Do ing/Doing-About Co ntinuum
An- as - C e n t er/An - as- Mea ns C o ntin u u m
Art- as -ho c ess /An-as - ho d uct C o n tin u u m
Four E's Characterization
S Í,al Io w -D è ¿p Char ä cl tirt z a ií õ n

See: Immediate/Cumulative Resuls and Values

NASAD SB-90
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Values Analysis: Education-in-Art/Design

VALUES PROFILE ANALYSIS II

To help you crcate approaches to education in art/design where specífic values choices
are considered for consistency with resources and larye shotT-term or longlerm goals
ønd objectives.

Approach
] Current
I Projective
] Speculative

PROCEDURE

Consider:

1. The content, operational parameters,
attributes, and implications of your
long-range strategic approach for
developing artistic understanding.

2. The student population to be served
and the time, modes, levels, and set-
tings that affect the delivery of
instruction.

Determine:

3. Where elements of the approach and
the approach as a whole should be in
various values continuums and in sets
of values characterizations.

4. Resources necessary to achieve results
consistent with the profìle developed
in 3. above.

Examine:

5. Consistency of findings in 4. above
with present content, attributes, and
resources available (".9., teachers,
student aptitudes, time, physical plant)
and with your long-range strategic
approach for developing artistic
understanding.

6. The enent to which findings about
consistency indicate adjustments either
to activities in the present or to long-
range strategic goals and plans.

Erylonotory Notesz

A strategic approach includes goals, action plans,
product, and evaluation.

The basic question here is what do you want the
population in question to know, to be able to do, and
to value in and about art/design.

See: Active/Passh'e Continuum
Doi n g/Do in g-Abou t C on t i n u u m
A rt - as - C e nter /Art - as - M e a ns C o n ti n u u m
A n - as - Pr o c ess /A n - as - ho d uc t C o nt i n u u nt
Four E's Characteriza tion
S hal I ow- Dcep C harac teriza t ion

See: Change Factors
Change Mechanisms
Constituency Analysis

See: Trends
Trend/ssues Analysis
Trends/ssues Impact A nalysis
hojective Trends/ssues Impact Analysis
Tuming Point Analysis
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Values Analysis: Education-in-Art/Design

VALUES ASSESSMENT OF EDUCATIONAL PROPOSALS I

To help you determine the impact of proposed approaches to education in an/design
on the shoft-term and longlenn development of students' knowledge, skills, ønd
values.

Philosophy, curriculum, program, activit¡ method, etc.
Current
Projective
Speculative

I
I

PROCEDURE

Erylonotory Notes:
Consider:

1. The underlying philosoph¡ basic con-
tent, and methodology of the proposed
program.

2. The student population to be served
ønd the nature of the educational set-
ting (time, space, etc.) that affects the
delivery of instruction.

Determine:

3. The values inherent in the objectives See: Actil,e/Passive Continuum

of the and in its

4. The needs ofthe students to be served.

Examine:

5. The consistency of the inherent values
of the proposed program with the
needs of the students.

6. The long-term effect, as well
immediate educational results,
proposed program.

Continuum

A rt -as -Pro ces s /A n- as - Prod uct Co n tinu um
Four E's C haracterization
S ha I low- Deep C harac t erizatio n

This is the pivotal point of tlre analysis for it provides
the bâsis for assessing the proposal. The assessment
hinges on your concept of what the students in
question need to know, to be able to do, and to
value.

See: Immediate/Cumulative Results and Values

as the
of the

NASAD SB-90
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Values Analysis: Education-in-Art/Design

VALUES ASSESSMENT OF EDUCATIONAL PROPOSALS II

To help you detetmine the impact of ø proposed approøch to education in añ/design
on teacher preparation programs.

Philosophy, curriculum, program, activity, method, etc.

PROCEDURE

Current
ectiveProj

Speculative

Consider:

L. Elements of the current teacher educa-
tion program and the program as a
whole as expressed through (a) goals,
(b) objectives, (c) various values
continuums, and (d) sets of values
characterizations.

2. Elements of the new approach as
expressed through (a) goals, (b) objec-
tives, (c) various values continuums,
and (d) sets ofvalues characterizations.

Determine:

3. The consistency between the two ap-
proaches and the extsnt to which
accornmodation seems possible.

4. The staying power of the new ap-
proach over both the short-term and
the long-term.

Examine:

5. The meanings, possibilities, and neces-
sity of various types and levels of
accommodation.

6. Strategies and tactics for dealing with
the new approach and the impact of
this approach on values and content.

Falanøtory Noles:

For both 7 a¡d 2:

work in terms of what students are expected to
know, to be able to do, to value.

See: Risk les¿
Opponunity hospect Test

See: Turning Point Ånalysis

See: Priorities Test
Strategic Orientation Test

See: Strategies.4nalysis
Strategies Profiles
Analytical Path Method to Make Futures

Decisions
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Values Analysis: Education-in-Art/Deign

VALUES IMPACT AND RESPONSE ASSESSMENT

To help you determine the nature, influence, øndfuture specific vølues or sets of values
inherent in ø pørticular approøch to education in añ/design.

Philosophy, curriculum, program, activity, method, etc.
Current
Projective
Speculative

PROCEDURE

Determine:

3. What wculC happen in tho short=term For example, to:

and/or in the long-term if the ap- . the conrenr of art/design insrruction
proach, its values, and the operational ' avaitability of.sequ-entiãt art/design study
rmplications of these valuei were the ' choice of settings for art/design study

prËvailing innuence on ùecisions abour : :::åi',:"Jj;ilJÍ:ì'fi,iJill/design teaching

See: R¿s,t ïesr
Trends/hograms/Ac tion Plans Analysis

Consider:

1. The preeminent values or sets of
values in the approach.

2. The operational implications of these
values and sets of values.

F4tanøtory Notes:

Use continuums, characterizations, and similar values
delineators.

For example: the nature of content, time, leadership,
expertise, facilities and equipment, etc.

Note: There are often distinctions between the
power to generate publicity and the power to make
change.

See: Trends/ssues Impact Analysis
hojective Trends/ksues Impact Anolysis
Trend Impact Test

Note: It is important to discover these whether of
not you agree with the approach.

See:. Change Factors
Change Mechanßms
Constituency Analysis
Tuming Point Analysis

¿{. Who are the position's proponents and
what is their relative power (e.g., their
ability to persuade other people to
follow them)?

Examine:

5. The possible counter-arguments and/
or counter-strategies.

6. Changes or conditions - political,
technical, technological, intellectual,
etc. - that could either enhance or
diminish the influence of this position.

NASAD SB-90
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Values Analysis: Education-in-Art/Design

PROSPECTS FOR ACHIEVTNG VALUES CHANGE

To help you determine the philosophicøl and operational potential for moving volues
positions from one place to another.

Philosophy, curriculum, program, activity, method, etc.
Current
Projective
Speculative

PROCEDURE

Consider:

1. The values profile of the approach or
position you wish to change.

2. The values profile of the approach or
position you wish to establish.

Determine:

3. The extent, nature, and seriousness of
commonalities and differences in the
values underlying both positions.

4. The attributes of both positions with
respect to acceptance among various
constituencies, and status as tradition,
trend, or fad.

Examine:

5. The tangible and intangible resources
needed to affect sufficient change to
accomplish your objectives now and in
the future.

6. Possible strategies and tactics given the
nature of the program and the state of
your resources.

ryønøfory Notes:

See:. Profiles
Continuums for Assessing Values Orientations
Characterizations for Assessing Values and

hojected Resuls
Intmediate/Cumulatí'e Results and Vahtes

See:. Trends
Tren ds /s su e s I mpac t A na lysis
Constituency Analysis
Tuming Point Analysis

See: Ability to Influence Test
Resolve Test

See: Strategic Orientation Test
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PART II

STRATEGIC PLANNING: FACULTY ISSIJES

Part II of Supplemenf .11 presents and discusses two basic approaches to strategic analysis and

planning of faculty issues:

Continuums

Means of analyzing basic values that influence the contributions of faculty

both individually and collectively.

Strategic Analyses and Assessments

Means for considering specific strategic planning issues.

Remember

Thes.e-approaches can be used in various ways in various types of futu¡es
agtivities -(scenarios, systems analysis, modeis; etc.). Th;i can be used

llone- or in various conbinations; they can be used in any order. Com-
binations are at the discretion of the,user.

NASAD SB-90
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Strategic Planning: Faculty Issues

FACULTY VALUES CONTTNUUMS

By nature and by education and training, faculty members and other academic personnel exhibit

a wide variety of values about art/design and about various elements of artistic activity. The

following section presents a number of continuums useful when developing assessments of
where individual faculty members, and all or part of the faculty as a group, stand. Having

accurate profiles are useful in strategic planning about:

o The composite values picture

o The balance ofvalues being experienced by students

o Values in relation to goals and objectives

. Characteristics for consideration in hiring new

facult¡ assignment of faculty responsibilities, and

faculty development

More Ideas

Take Note

ffis pósitións expressed as the ends of the following continuums can all
be held,with honor. All can be the basis for productivity and growth.
Each can be important for students to experienle. To use any põiot on
any cOntinuUm'pejoratively is inappropriate. Assessment and valuation
of valúes:pósitions or set of positions should proceed in light of defined
goalsand::objectiVes'for curricula, programs; student achievement, and the
wórk:of the art/desi$n unit as a whole.

NASAD SB-90
Supplement II

Values analysis can reveal underlying causes of

formulating approaches and language to devel-
op and discuss decisions, especially decisions
that create fundamental change.

ãn'd
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Caution

Remember

Basic Format for Using the Faculty Values Continnuums

Consider:

L. The goals and objectives of your study.

2. The faculty (or administrators) as individuals or as a group.

Determine:

3. The continuums that help you reach your anal¡ical goals and objectives.

4. Where on one or more continuums each individual or group is most accurately placed.

Examine:

5. Single results or profiles.

6. The relationship of results and profiles to the goals and objectives of your study

NASAD SB.9O
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Strategic Planning: Faculty Issues

SAMPLE FACULTY VALUES CONTINUUMS

NASAD SB.9O
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specific educational

settings
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€
Interrelationship in
specific educational

settings

<-..-)'ftÍeÍielfitîonshiÞ in
specific educational

settings

Technique

...believes fundamentals afe most
essential goals. Erpression will
follow naturally if technique
affords freedom to express.

Expression

...believes exprcssivity is essential
to artistry. Technique will devel-
op if expressivity demands it.

Analytical

...believes that artistic learning
and artistic expression are

under-
analy-

lntuitive

...believes that ârtistic expression
is stilted by "theorizing.', ,,Ileart
over mind."

Historical

...believes
be placed
past and
"Time is

that shouldemphasis
on of the

on
the most

artisticof t.mefl

Current

...believes that artistic expression
is most relevant in its own time.
"Artistic leaming today is for
artistic practice of the future,
not the past."

...believes that artfdesign

Product

works of art/design.

Process

...believes that

as it progresses. Engagement is
more important than outcome,

lsa

Information

...believes that the fundamental
purpose of formal education is
fn derralnn â .f^'ah^rr-ô ^f f^^.-

and information as a foundation
for dealing with new information.

Ideas

...believes that the fundamental
purpose of formal education is
to <ieveiop un<ierstanciing oi
overarching concepts and prin-
ciples as the basis for deaiing
with issues and events.

Unicultural

...believes that the visual arts of
his/her own culture should be
the focus of all study. ,,Other
systems may be valid for some-
one but have little to do with
advancement of my own civiliza-
tion."

Multicultural

...believes it wrong for anyone
to develop or hold a single cul-
tural perspective.,,ldeally,
every educated person should be
well-versed in all the world's
cultures, "

2ß



Intensiveness

...believes that artistic enlighten-
ment begins with intense interest
in and understanding of one
element and that comprehensive

will follow.

Comprehensiveness

...believes that the educated artist
or designer has a broad under-
standing of the field, its history,
styles, media, etc., and that spe-
cialization will follow.

.t--'

€
Interrelationship in
specific educational

settings

¡H

€
Interrelationship in
specific educational

settings

<-'

<_.)
lnterrelationship in
specific educational

settings

é---t

a----)
Interrelationship in
specific educational

settings

€--)

ê
lnterrelationship in
specific educational

settings

€

€
lnterrelationship in
specific educational

settings

ê

<---)
Interrelationship in
specific educational

settings
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Tradition

...believes there is value in
learning from the past. "Why
abandon tri.ed and true methods
to flirt with the unknown?"

Experimentatlon

...believes that there always
"must be a better way" and that
much is gained by trying new
ways,

Ne,n Means

...believes it exciting to be "on
the cutting edge." "Little is lost
by abandoning old wap that
seemed not to work too well

Established Means

...believes that most new

them."
try

Vocational Training

...believes that the
function of higher
to prePare professional practi-
tioners (artists, designers, schol-
ars, teachers, etc.) who "have the
tools to succeed" in specific pres-
ent or projected circumstances.

primary
education is

Liberal Education

...believes that the primary
function of higher education is
to prepare critical thinkers who
have the b¡eadth of pexpective
to be problem-solvers able to
manage and shape the future.

Single Focus

...believes that the best artistic
preparation for all is obtained by
shiving for the highest possible
prestige. "All of my students are
preparing to exhibit professional-
ly and that will serve them well

if their isn't attained,"

Multiple Aspirations

...believes that the future is too
unpredictable for training to be
narrow, "My students are pre-
pared for a variety of visual arts
roles in order to take advantage
of various opportunities in life."

Im¡nediate Efticacy

...believes that every decision
must be weighed first against the
piospect of immediate advan-
tage -- "if something looks good,
strike while the iron is hot; the
future will take care of itself."
The goal is to follow and take
advantage of fads and trends.

Sustained Ability

...believes that every decision
must be weighed first against
long-term goals, objectives, and
operating principles -- "things
that look good at any given
moment can have adverse, often
unforeseen consequences." The
goal is to transcend fads and
trends.

Priorit¡r Teaching

...believes that the central
personal mission is teaching.

Priority: Creation, Bxhibitio&
Scholarship, Research...

...believes that the central per-
sonal mission is professional
activity associated with the dis-

ine or teach
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k More ldeas

You_ may wish to review individual and group positions on these
continuums by considering:

. The stability of the po$tis¡, what change factors and change mechan-
isms can alter the position.

' Relative imp-ortance of the position to the goal, objective, or program
under consideration.

' The strategy or the profile of strategies being used to hold or advance
the position.

Remember

Many of the entities considered in the course of futures
work do not think consciously about values or strateg¡
their approach evolves from-a combination of natuäl
proclivities and actions/reactions based on events rather
than from pursuit of consciously developed principles or
strategic plans. For this and other reasõns, üsets ihould
o-e cautious in working with values and strategies
anaþis. Correct reading of the extent to which entiiies
tr¿ ntÇtino th-i- -^.iri^- i^ l**^-+--e "^ --^r..^:*^ -L¡¡v¡¡ l,vù¡f,¡v[ ¡o ¡r¡¡pu¡ tdut i.U p¡ UUUC¡-lrg a
useful analysis.
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Strategic Planning: Faculty Issues

STRATEGIC ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMEI'ITS

The strategic analysis and assessments that follow provide a quick means of organizing

questions to ask when addressing specific faculty issues. The analyses and assessments may be

applied almost as quickly as it takes to read the list of questions. Or, more research and

thought may be given. Scope, depth, intensity, and time are up to the user.

Planning A Faculty Profile By Values Orientation I

To help you in achieving a balance of values orientation among the faculty when making

new faculty appointments - analytical focus isfaculty resources,

Planning A Faculty Profile By Values Orientation II
To help you in achieving a balance of values orientation among the faculty when making

new faculty appointments - 
anal¡ical focus is cuniculum,

Planning for Professional Development

To help you plan for faculty professional development activities tailored to fit both the

needs of the individual and the needs and resources of the institution.

Planning Faculty Reward Systems

To help you plan a system for rewarding or recognizing excellence of achievement by

faculty members.

Planning for Dealing with Salary Inequities

To help you devise a system for addressing inequities of salary among faculty.

Planning for Long-Term Utilization of Faculty Resources

To help you assist faculty members in realizing new or changing professional aspirations

and in capitalizing on such aspirations to benefit the art/design unit.

NASAD SB-90
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Strategic Planning: Faculty Issues

PLANNING A FACULTY PROFILE BY VALUES ORIENTATION I
To hetp you in achieving a balonce of values orientation among the faculty when
ntøking new faculty appointments - ønalytical focus is futulry rcsources.

Faculty Position
Current
Projective
Speculative

PROCEDURE

Consider:

1. The values orientation profile of the
total art/design faculty.

2. The values orientation profile of the
specific curricular or programmatic
area where new or replacement faculty
appointments are to be made.

Determine:

3. The balance of values orientations
desirable for the faculty as a whole.

4. The balance of values orientations de-
sirable in the specific area where new
faculty appointments are to be made.

Erylanotory Notes:

See: Profiles
Faculty Values Continuums

Take Note

These are necessarily subjective judgments. To
avoid making such judgments because they are
subjective is to leave them to chance. Whatever
fhp ¡h¡i¡a hâhr'èa- âñâl.rl-^11., h^--á ^^+;^-qt¡q¡, !¡ro!¡r-v6ús dLiiui¡
and chance, values balances are produced that
influence everything the unit does.

Examine:

,#
//

5. The consistency between 3 and 4, and
the options for compromise if serious
inconsistency is present.

6. The opportunities and risks provided
by the options and possibility of
appointments that will provide the
desirable balance.

See: Overuiew Analysis - Options Review

See: R¿sk T¿s¿

Caution

Values anal¡ais is best treated as one of many factors in developing personnel decisions.
It is particularty prudent to watch for potcntiál falsc signals proaucõd by the relationship
of personal and professional images to r¡alues.
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ÐJrn¡rruc n nrcurry #J:îi" vALUEs oRrENrArroN rr

To help you in achieving abalsnce of values orientation amongthe faculty wlæn møking
new faculty øppointments - ønalytical focus is cuniculum.

Faculty Position

PROCEDURE

Current
Projective
Speculative

Consider:

1. The values orientation profile of the
art/design faculty (or faculty of the
specific area in which a new or re-
placement appointment is to be made).

2. The nature of the curricular goals of
the art/design unit, and the tangible
and intangible resourçes associated
wjth maintaining achievement of these
curricular goals.

Determine:

3. The eKent to which change or stability
in the curricular goals of the art/design
unit is desirable.

4. What values orientation is most appro-
priate to achieve the desired faculty
profile.

Examine:

5. Consistencies among:

a. current faculty values orientation
profile, and

b. current curricular goals
c. future curricular goals
d. future faculty values orientation

profile

6. The results of 4. and 5. as related to
the specific appointment(s) in question.

More ldeas

Erylanotory Notes:

Src'e: hofiles
Faculty Values Continuums

See: Oventiew Analysis

. Other elements of the art/design unitts work can be substituted for curriculum (see, for
example, Basic Gools of Art and Design Uniu).

' Relât¡onships between individual expertise in specific subject matters and individual
,vàlues profiles arê worth erploring in each set of circumstânces. There are few standard
co¡retations. For exâmple, an art historian may be at any place on any of the values
spectmms; The values profile has profound impact on the individual's-work with the
subject matterand his or her delivery of that subject matter to studenfs.
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Strategic Planning: Faculty Issues

PLANNING FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

To help you plan for faculty professional development activities tailored to frl both the
needs of the individual and the needs and resources of the institution.

Professional development needs - activity, goal, etc.

PROCEDURE

Current
Projective
Speculative

Consider:

1. The productivity, values, aspirations,
and needs of individual faculty mem-
bers.

2. The resources and opportunities
available to stimulate professional
development activities or projects.

Determine:

3. Areas of "match" between resources
(item 2) and faculty needs (item 1).

4. Faculty willingness and eagerness to

Eryloulory Notes:

See: Elements of the Field
Profiles
Strategies hofiles
Faculty Values Continuums

See: Elemens of the Field
Change Factors
Change Mechankms

See: Resolve Test

engage in póssible âctivïties (¡tem 3):

Examine:

5. Possible results of suggested profes-
sional development activities in individ-
ual, group, and art/design unit terms.

6. The potential impact of these results
on aspirations, goals, objectives, and
action plans in various areas of the
art/design unit's work.

See: Ability to Influence Test

See: Bas¡c Goals of An/Design Unis
Oventiew Analysis
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Strategic Planning: Faculty Issues

PLANNING FACI]LTY REWARD SYSTEMS

To help you plan a system for rewørding or recognizing excellence of øchievement by

faculty members.

Reward imperative program, activity, goal, etc.

PROCEDURE

Current
ectiveProj

Speculative

I

I
I

Consider:

1. Achievements (real or in the abstract)
of faculty members that should be
rewarded or recognized.

2, The resources or opportunities avail-
able to reward or recognize.

Determine:

3. Techniques by which faculty achieve-
ment may be fairly evaluated.

4. System for rewards that ensures equal
treatment to all of equal merit or
achievement.

Examine:

5. The effect of items 3 and 4 on the
attitude/productivity of individual fac-
ulty members, and on the faculty as a
whole.

6. The long-term effect of the reward
(recognition) system on the art/design
unit (e.g., retention of most productive
personnel; the orientations and bal-
ances of knowledge, skills, values, and
attitudes necessary to achieve the goals
and objectives of the art/design unit;
and perceptions of the art/design unit
held by various constituencies).

Erylanatory Notes:

See: Institutional and art/design unit determination
of achievement

Opponunity Prospect Test

Normally, a specific set of techniques must be
formulated for each art/design unit.

See: S¡x Phase Planning Process

See: R¿ç/c T¿sl

See: Goals/Objectives and Action Plans
Conelation Test
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Strategic Planning: Faculty Issues

PLANNING FOR DEALING WITH SAI,ARY INEQUITIES

Ta help you devise a system for addressing inequities of salary arnong faculty.

Salary lssue

PROCEDURE

t Current
Projcctive
Speculative

Consider:

1. Individual faculty salaries in compari-
son with others of similar experience
and achievement.

2. The resources available to address any
inequities that may be observed.

Determine:

3. A system for analyzing salary com-
parisons that is fair to all.

4. The extent to which inequities exist
for addressing

@lanotory Notes:

See: Trend/ssucs Impact Analysis, espe cially in
consideration of the prospects for resources,

Normally, a specific system must be formulated for
each art/design unit,

See: Goals/Objectit'es and .4ction Plans
Conelation Test

See: Priorities Test

Examine:

5. The extent to which resources used to
address salary inequities make a dif-
ference that is significant enough to be
appreciated.

6. The effect on overall faculty morale
from using the system to make anal-
yses and to distribute resource to ad-
dress salary inequities.

See: R¿sk T¿s¡
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Strategic Planning: Faculty Issues

PLANNING FOR LONG.TERM UTILIZATION OF FACULTY RESOURCES

To help you assist føculty members in realizing new or changing professional
aspirations and in capitalizing on such øspirations to benefit the art/design unit.

Faculty member, program, curriculum, etc. (Uæ møc ,Iutt otæ if nccæøy.)

PROCEDURE

Current
ectiveProj

Speculative

Consider:

L. New or changing professional inter-
ests/aspirations of individual faculty
members.

2. Perceived future needs (teaching,
research specializations, administra-
tive, etc.) of the art/design unit due to
retirements, anticipated resignations,
or program shifts.

Determine:

3. Resources, opportunities for profes-
sional development that will afford a
change of assignment for given indi-
viduals.

4. Opportunities for reassignment of
faculty according to changing profes-
sional interests/aspirations.

Examine:

5. The effect of reassignment on the
individual faculty member's profes-
sional growth/productivity.

6. The prospective profile of overall
faculty capabilities (teaching, research,
service) if changes in assignment are
made, and the impact of the new
profile on the goals and objectives of
the art/design unit.

Erylananry Notes:

See: Elements of the Field

See: Basrc Goals of Anr/Design Units
hiority Test
Strategic Orientation Test
Overview Analysis 

- 
Status/Tinte Assess-

ment

See: Change Factors
Change Mechanisms

See: Overview Analysis 
- 

Options Review

See: Goals/Objectives and Action Plans
Conelation Test

Overview Analysis 
-Mission Assessment

Goal Assessment
Objective Assessment
Action Plan Assessment
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USING COMBINATIONS OF MATERIALS AND IDEAS IN

THESOURCEBOOK,SUPPLEMENTl,ANDSUPPLEMENTII

The ideas and techniques presented in the Sor¿rcebook, Supplement /, and Supplement II

may be combined in an infinite variety of ways' This section includes a summary of the

Sourcebook and Supplements I and II followed by five examples showing combinations

of techniques.

Remember

When developing your own combinations
of ideas and materials, do not make your

analysis more complicated than necessary

to the task.

More Ideas

A good framework for keeping complex situations in order
is t-o use five basic questions as planning guidelines:

'What is now?

'What will be?

'What do You want to do?

'What cørl You do?

'How do You do it?

Take Note

The following examples deal with values in various contexts and

."ttinns. Thõ resulti produced by these procedures are useful in

óttrei"oro.øures in the Sourcebook and Sipplements I and /1 where

valuæ analyses are requested.
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SUMMARY OF MATERIALS AND IDEAS PRESENTED IN THE SOTJRCEBOOK AND SUPPLEMENTS I AND II

o Values

. Scope, Deptl4 Intensity of Anatysk and ptanning

t "What Changesr/Wat Does Not,'Distinctions

. "Change Before/Afler the Fact'Dktinct¡ons

o Contmon and Specific Futures Distinctions

a Time Frame

a Cunent, hospective, or Speculative Conditions

' Basic Goals of Artr/Design Unirs

Curricula
Competencies
Opportunities
Community Sewice
Resource Management

. Elemenß or the Field

Studio Art
Design
tl.-^^¿:^- /n-r---uuuLduur¡/ f euaBogJ
Research
Scholarship
Criticism
Policy Studies

o Change Mechanisms

Funding Patterns
Reward Sptems
Iægislation/ Regulation
Governance/Administrative Systems
Standards-Setting Mechanisms
Policy Analysis/Development Mechanisms
Consultant/Advisory Systems
Industry Decisions
Technological Applications
Advertising
Publications/Studies/Research Repons
Content of Formal Education
Pathbreaking Conceptual Work in the Field

a Constituency Analysis

c ho¡tes

a Strategies

Preservationist
Conservationist
Reaction
Pragmatic
Experimentâl
Policy Advancement
Speculative

a Trends

. Trendfissues Analysis

a Trends/ssues Impact Analysis

The following overview is pmvided to assist creative use of Sourcebootç Supplement I, and Supplement II matenals.

a Change Factors

Ideas/Values
Information
Knowledge
Economic Conditions
Technology
Demographics
Political Climate
Religious Climate
Cultural Climate
Governance Pattems in Education and Culture
Presence, Will, and Commitment of Visionaries

Don't forget 'witd cards."
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a Tuming Point Analysis

a Values Test I
As-sesses the impact of current or prospective ideas,
information, proposals, events, trinds-, issues, or
problems on the values, priorities, and interests of the
art/design unit,

a Values Test II
Measures artistic, educational and other values as these
apply to current or prospective curricula, programs, and
activities.

. hiorities Test

Examines the impact on current prioríties of a proposed
change in policies, programs, or activities.
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a hogram Mk Test

Measures the influence of a particular current or
prospective curricular program or related activity on the
total curricular offerings of the art/design unit.

. Goals/Objectives and Action Plans Conelation Test

Estimates the extent to which a given operating policy
or action plan actually supports the achievement of the
art/design unit's goals and objectives.

a Resolve Test

Measures the will and determination of involved
personnel with regard to a program or activity under
consideration.

. Risk Test

Defines and assesses potential loss or disadvantage to
the art/desigr unit as â c'onsequence of change.

a Trend Impact Test

Estimates the impact of national, regional, statewide, or
local trends on the programs of the art/design unit.

a Strategic Orientation Test

Determines whether the ârt/design unit has the appro-
priate strategic orientation to accomplish a given change
in progtam, procedure, or policy.

. Ability to Influence Test

Assesses the extent to which the art/design unit can
influence issues, factors, or individuals that may affect
its future.

. Opportunity hospect Test

Determines the extent to which the art/design unit is
prepared to take ad\¡antage of a given opportunity that
may require change.

a Six Phase Planning hocess

r Assessment of External Environment/Internal
Organization

r Strategic Direction (Mission, Goals, Objectives, etc.)
r Base and Contingency Plans
r Implementation of Policy/Strategy Program
r Results - Performance Evaluation
¡ Intemal Organization Assessment

. Twelve Point Outline for Action Planning

Consider:

1. cur¡ent mission, goals, objectives, and operational
policies;

2. environment and resources of the institution,
including program strengths and weaknesses;

3. trends and critical issues to be faced by the unit
and/or institution;

4. projected opportunities and obstacles.

!=letermine:

5. priorities for action;
6. assessment of projected act¡on(s);
7. planning procedurc: questions, time frame,

process;
8. action plans.

Examine:

9. consistenry among mission, goals, objectives,
action Plans;

10. potential conflicts with existing or projected
programs or conditions;

11. resource requirements,availability,andcontinuity;
12. prospects for short-term/long-term success.

o Ovewiew Anatysis

Mission Assessment:

C-ompares appropriateness/consistency of mission
and environmentâl and resource factors.

Goal Assessment:

Compares a goal with environmental and resource
factors, and with mission to reach a summåry
conclusion about the significance of an environ-
mental or resource factor in achieving the goal.
The analysis provides the basis for an overall
conclusion.

Objective Assessment:

Compares an objective with environmental and
resource factors, and with goals a¡d mission to
¡each a summary conclusion about the significance
of an environmental or resource factor in achieving
the objective. The analysis provides the'basis for
an overall conclusion,

Action Plan Assessment:

'Compares an action plan with environmental and
resÒürce factors, and with objectives, goals, and
mission to reach a summary conclusion about tbe
significance of an environmental or resource factor
in carrying out the action plan. The analysis
provides the basis for an overall conclusion.

StatusÆime Assessment:

Provides quick ovewiew of evidence about environ-
mental and resource factors that have an impact on
a specific program, activity, or entity. Improvement,
status quo, and deterioration are in terms of the
impact of that factor on the program activity or
entity.

Options Review:

Compares the attributes of a specific option
decision against environmentâl and resource facto¡s
present in a given entity. Following the anal)6is, it
is possible to see what changes would be necessary
for the option to succeed or fail, then run each of
these possibilities through the same analysis.

. Analytical Path Method

r Determine Current Status
r Determine Trends
r Research Options
r Make Futures Decisions

o Values Analysis: Education-in-Art/Design

' Strategic Planning: Faculty Issues

NASAD SB.9O
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Example I
STABILITY AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT: VALUES, CHANGE FACTORS, CHANGE MECHANISMS

To review status and prospects produced by the inteneløtionships of values, change factors, and
change mechanisms to the extent that they høve an impact on a prograrn, activity, or entity.

NASAD SB-90
Supplement II

PROGRAM or ACTIVITY ENTITYor

Information
Knowledge
F¡onomic Conditions
Technolog¡r
Demographics
Political Climate
Religious Climate
Institutional Climâte
Cultural Climate
Governance Patterns in Education
and Culture
Presence, Will, and Commitment
of Visionaries

Change Factors

art-as{enter/art-as-means
art-as-process/art-as-prod uct
technique/expression
analytical/intuitive
historical/current
information/ideas
unicultural/multicultural
comprehensiveness/intensiveness

' single focus/multiple aspirations
' immediate efficacy/sustained

ability
' priorit¡,: teaching/priority studio,

scholarship, research, etc.

experimentation/tradition
new means/established means
vocational training/liberal
education

active/passive
doing/doing-about

Values
For øømple:
Continuums

Change Mechanisms
For øømple:
' Funding Patterns
' Reward Systems

' Legislation/Regulâtion
' Governance/Administrative Systems
' Standards Setting Mechanisms
' Policy Analpis/Development

Mechanisms
' Consultant/Advisory Systems

' Industry Decisions
' Technological Applications
' Advertising
' Publications/Studies/Research

Reports
' Content Presented by Electronic

Media
' C.ontent of Formal Education
' Pathbreaking Conceptual \Vork

in the Field
' Etc.

Present Interrelationshlp

' How change factors, values, and change mechanisms
are influencing one another.

' Observable trends.

Immediate Impact

'Ideas behind program, activity,
or entity.

'Tangible resources.

' Intangible resources.

Stability

' What changes in values, change
facton, and change mechanisms
can do to the interrelationship.

' The prospects for change.

Environment Impact

If short- or long-term future involves:
. stâtus quo,
' extfapolated intensification, or
' change

in the present interrelationship.

Prospective Interrelationship

' How change factors, values, and change mechanisms
may influence one another.

fbture Impact

' Ideas behind program, activit¡ or entity.

' Tangible resources.

' Intangible resources.
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Example 2

VALTIES INFLT]ENCES ON INTANGIBLE RESOURCES

To determine the impact of vølues on the intangible resources necessaty to a program, øctivity, or
entity.

Program(s), activity(ies), or entity(ies)
Current
Projective
Speculative

PROCEDURE

Consider:

1. Intangible resources necessary to sup-
port the issue, condition, project, or
operation.

2. Intangible resources presently support-
ing or available to the issue, condition,
project, or operation.

Determine:

3. Values and values profiles necessary to
build and maintain necessary intangible
resources.

4. Values and values profiles inherent
in present condition of intangible
resources.

Examine:

5. The interrelationships of values and
intangible resources.

6. The meaning of this interrelationship
in terms of mission, goals, objectives,
aötion plans; in terms of risk; or in
terms of prospects for values change.

Erylanaory Notes:

Consider the weight as well as the presence of
intangible resources.

Sample -Intangible Resources:

Vision/Morale/Resolve
Collective Self-Awareness
[æadership

' QualitY
' C.ontinuity

Cohesiveness

Seel. Values Profiles

Consider trends to establish the stability of the
interrelationships you discover,

See: Overuiew Analysis - Status/Time Assess-
,nent

See: Tesr
Ovewiew Analysis
Analytical Path Method

Continue to consider stability and give particular
âttent¡on to movements in change factors and change
mechanisms,

Prestige/Standing/Recognition
' Intra-institutional

See; Overviø, Analysk

l,ocal
Regional
National

NASAD SB.9O
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Exømple 3

CORRELATION OF FORCES ANALYSIS

To determine the mix and weight of various forces creating a pafticular issue or condition.

Issue or Correlation
Current
Projective
Speculative

PROCEDURE

Consider:

1. The elements of issue(s) or condition(s) you wish to review.

2. The major and minor forces present in the issue(s) or condition(s).

Determine:

3. As many profiles as feasible concerning the elements of the issue(s) or condition(s).

Change Factors
(for øømple)

' Idcas/Values
' Information
' Knowledge
' Economic Conditions
'Technology
' Demographics
' Politica! Climate
' Religious Climate
' Institutional Climate
' Cultural Climate
' Governance Patterns in

Education and Culture

Change Mechanisnís
(for æample)

' Funding Patterns
' Reward Systems

' Legislation/Regulation
' Governance/Administrative

Systems

' Standards Setting Mechanisms
. Pnli¡w Ânalwic/fìa.,al^ññêñf

Mechanisms
' Consultant/Advisory Systems
' Industry Decisions
' Technological Applications
' Advertising

Reports
' Content Presented by Electronic

Media
' Content of Formal &lucation
' Pathbreaking C-onceptual Work

in the Field
' Etc.

Values
(for uample)

' Continuums
active/passive
doing/doing-about
art-as-center/art-as-means
aft-as-process/art-as-pÌoduct

' technique/expression
' analytical/intuitive
' historical/current
' product/process
' information/ideas
' unicultural/multicultural

comprehensiveness/
intensiveness

ConstÍtuencies
(for øcample)

' Students
' preparing for professional

art/design careers
' emphasizing art/design with

other vocational pursuits. studying art/design as part of
general education

' Blucation Professionals
' elementary/secondary
' higher education
' continuing education

' Art/Design Profession
' artists

' scholars/researchers. critics. administrators/managers
' business and other support

system professionals
Society as a Whole
' general population
' intelligentsia/professionals. policy matters

Values, continued
(for uample)

' experimentation/tradition. new means/estabtished
means

' vocational trainingf
liberal education

' single focus/multiple
aspirations

' immediate efficacy/sustained
ability. priority teaching/priority:
studio, scholarship, research,
etc.

Presence, Will,
Commiimèit
of Visionaries

and

Strategies
(for øømple)

' Preservation
' Conservation
' Reaction
' Pragmatic
' Experimental
' Policy Adr¡ancement
' Speculative
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4. Interrelationships among these profiles - for example, how are values and strategies influencing choices

of change mechanisms?

Examine:

5. The resultant profile of interrelationships or correlation of forces.

6. The meaning of this correlation of forces in terms of mission, goals,
the immediate and long-term power of fads and trends; in terms of

objectives, action plans; in terms of
risk; etc.

NASAD SB.9O
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Example 4

VALTJES INFLT]ENCES ON BASIC OPERATIONS

NASAD SB-90
Supplement ll

To develop a mechanism for continuous analysis, monitoring and ødjustment of bøsic operations with
focus on new ideas, ínformation, and influences, with special considerations about values,

External

Assessment

Strategies
Direction gency Plans

lmplementation
of Program

Internal
Assessment

Results -
Performance
Evaluation

Basic Operating Conditions
Format: Six Phase Planning Process

Nerr ldeas, Informafion, In{luences Analysis

Impact of Trends/Issues on Environmental and Research Factors

' Avewiew Analysis -- Trends/ßsues Impact Review

Impact of Trends/Issues on Specific Programs of the Unit

' Risk Test. Opportunity hospect Test
. Ability to Influence Test

Overall Trend Analysis

' Analytical Path Method

Issues C¡eated by General Trends

' Trend/ssues Anatysís

Overall Impact of Trends/Issues

' Trends/Issues Impact Analysis

Snoaifi¡

Contingency Plans
to be Considered Specific Trends/Issues

to be Considered

Contingency Analysis

Review of l,ocal Conditions Consideration of Possible
' Overview Analysis -

StausÆime Assessment
' Correlation of Forces Analysß .

Impact of Possible Options. Values Tesl

' Priorities Test

' S,rategíc Orien¿aiion Tesi

Search for Possible Options
, Analytical Path Process

Research Options

' Overview Analysk -
Options Ratiant

Tuming Point Analysis

Implications for
Elements of the Field
'Anat tical Path Method --

Trend Analysis
' Educ atio n-in-Art/Design

Continuums
. Faculty Values Continuutns
'Values Impact and Response

Assessment
' Stability and Impact Assess-

ment: Values, Change Factors,
Change Mechankms

Implications for Preparation
of Students
'Values hofile Analysk I, II
'Values Assessment of Edu-

cational hoposals I, II

Implications for
Faculty Values Profile
'FaculE hofile by Values

Orientation I, II
' Planning for hofessional

Development

Values Analysis

Implications for Vatues
Relationships r¡,ith Other
Elements of the Institution
or the larger Contert
'hospects for AchiÐing

Values Change

'Values Influmces on
Intangible R*ources

tr\ndamental Principles Concerning Art/Desþn
and Art/Design Teaching Held by the Unit
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Example 5

VALUES INT'LUENCES ON TEACHER PREPARATION PROGRAMS

To develop ø mechanism for continuous analysis, monitoring and adjustment of basic operations in
art/design education and pedøgogt with focus on values in relation to ideas, infonnation, ønd influences.

External

Assessment

Strategies
Direction genry Plans

Implementation
of Program

Internal
Assessment

Results -
PerfoÍTtance
Evaluation

Basic Operating Conditions: Teacher Prcparation
Format: Six Phase Planning Process

Ideas, Information, Influences Analysis

Impact of Trends/Issues on Environmental and Research Factors

' Ovewiew Analysk -- Trends/ksues Impact Ræiøì

Impact of Trends/Issues on Specific Programs of the Dance Unit

. Risk Test

' Opponunity hospect Test

' Ability to Influence Test

Overalt Trend Analysis

' Analytical Path Method

Issues Created by General Trends

' Trend/Issues Analysis

Overall Impact of Trends/Issues

. Trends/ssues Impact Analysis

Specitlc Strategies
Directions Pursued

- prospects for achieving
values change

Specific Trends/Issues
Consideredto bc

and
Held by

Fundamental Principles

Unitthe

Implications for K-12 Content-Methods
. Values Continuums
' Values Characterizations
' Irnmediate/Cumulative Analysk
' Values Assessment of Educational hoposals I
. Values Impact and Response Assessment

Implications for Future Teachers
Preparation Content-Methods
. Values hofile Ana$ses I, II
' Values Assessment of Educalional

Proposals II

Implications for Faculty Values Profiles

' Faculty hofile by Values
Orientation I, II

. Planning for Professional
Døelopment

Implications for Values Relationships with
Other Elements in the Art/Design Unit

' hospects for Achieving Values Change
. hiorities Test

' Strategic Orientation Test

Values Analysis
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NOTES AND SOTJRCES

NOTES

A number of NASAD publications have utility in futures planning:

. NASAD Hundbook - published every two years.

. NASAD Self-Study Format - published every five years in Procedures for
In s titutional M ernb ership .

. Assessment documents for graduate and undergraduate programs providing lists

of basic questions for reviewing wholes and parts of curricular offerings.

. Escecutive Sumntøries on futures issues published periodically

SOURCES

o The Four E's Characterizøtion that first appears on page L0 was first articulated by Thomas

Hatfield of the National Art Education Association January 29, 1991 at a meeting of

Washington-based stafT off,icers oi arts education organizations.

o The Shallow-Deep Chøracterization that first appears on page 10 was first articulated by

Harold Best of Wheaton College February 8, 1991 at a meeting of art/design executives

from Scandinavia and the United States.
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